Evaluation and calibration of an electromagnetic tracking device for biomechanical analysis of lifting tasks.
Electromagnetic motion tracking devices are increasingly used as a kinematic measuring tool. The aim of this study was to evaluate a long-range transmitter in an environment with a conventional force plate present in order to assess its suitability for further biomechanical applications. Using a calibration apparatus developed in our lab and Optotrack measurements, the performances of the Motion Star were evaluated. Positions and orientations were measured in a 140 x 80 x 120 cm(3) space centered on the force plate. Using a mathematical model developed at Queen's University, these data were calibrated. Errors on position and orientation were less than 150 mm and 10 degrees before calibration of the Motion Star, and less than 20mm and 2 degrees after calibration, with no differences between data collected with the force plate switched on/off. These errors did not depend on sensor orientation. Variability of the signal was small indicating minimal noise. Field distortion was the largest source of measurement error, which increased with the distance between the transmitter and the sensor and the proximity of the sensor to the force plate. Before its use for biomechanical analysis of lifting tasks and validation of dynamic models using force plate data, the data from electromagnetic motion tracking devices must be calibrated to decrease the errors due to electromagnetic field distortion.